DIRECTOR’S TREATMENT
by clara chong
Project: RØDE “Bugged” Short Film
Duration: < 3 min
Target Audience: Amateur filmmakers around the world

THE IDEA
This is a deceptively simple story - a two hander in one location (if we end the story with the
flashing bug) with great dialogue for talent to shine, and a killer twist.
The challenge is make this one location a third character, by adding a sense of kinetic energy so
as to help elevate the tension of the story within the constraints of one location.
The idea is to create a visual style that is gorgeously photographed by moody, with lots of
hidden shadows, but keeping it feeling real and believable - but with one foot in the
unbelievable (who knows who is bugging the boys. Maybe Karl accidentally stumbled upon top
secret government documents and this is why their home has been targeted. There are endless
conspiracy theories possible)
THE STYLE
A Gen Z Erskinville Kings (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ECwdc-7Z5IY) meets the
conspiracy-filed Cigarette Smoking Man’s world of The X Files (https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=qr_2SpROMvk)
Stylised colour: Moody but not depressing with strong colours, real textures and lots of depth. A
little rough around the edges.
Production design will be professional, but aspirational, so that it’s a goal amateur filmmakers
can conceivably emulate with a similarly simple narrative.
There is room here to create a modern noir piece. We will start off subtly, but as the story
evolves, there is undercurrent to burn, and by the time the twist is revealed, the ante will be
upped to full max, thriller-style which will also be reflected in camera framing, angles and
backgrounds.
ADAPTING FROM SCRIPT TO SCREEN
We will add a cinematic intro that opens up the claustrophobia of the one interior location, plus
add another dramatic element to the build up in the latter third of the script.
While the story all takes place inside the boys house, in film terms, in order to set up the world
these guys are part of, we will give viewers a glimpse of the outside world (approximately 20
seconds) of Michael, on his way back home from university/college:
Erskineville train station at dusk. Michael gets off, tired & hungry. He rummages in his backpack
for any food, but only food scraps and empty wrappers. He gets on his skateboard and heads
home.
Story then as scripted - night time - until the point at the top of p3 where Michael slams the
hammer. At this point, the electricity goes out, forcing the boys to finish their toaster
deconstruction by torchlight. The added drama of seeing their faces up close by the light of
torches will intensify the tension of the story and keep the viewer focused on the actors faces.
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THE TALENT
The two leads should be played by strong character actors. Visually, MICHAEL & KARL will be
best played as polar opposites, but character-wise they are almost playing two sides of the same
person - to believe or not to believe.
MICHAEL is extroverted, ambitious, sporty. KARL is introverted, creative, in his head a lot as a
singer/songwriter. Childhood friends, they’re comfortable with each other, in spite of their
differences. Michael has a tan from spending most of his time outside and with people. Karl
doesn’t see much of the sun, prefers his own company and is often lost inside his world of music
and technology. Michael is studying Law at Sydney Uni, while Karl is studying Digital Music &
Media at the Conservatorium of Music.
THE LOCATIONS (including some Production Design notes)
While there is only one location on the page, in order to set up the world these guys are part of,
we need to see a glimpse of the outside world, probably best through Michael, on his way back
home.

Colourful graffiti walls, a smorgasbord of cultural cafes & dingy restaurants add to character
texture as Michael skateboards home.

The location of their small house (or apartment) should be close to the university or college
where they study and near a train station. Either around Sydney uni Newtown, Erskineville,
Marrickville, Chippendale-type or around Central Station.

Exterior is a little run down, a little messy, paint peeling, a brick missing etc and maybe even with
a mattress or junk furniture outside.
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Interior is eclectic. Rather than plain white walls, we will shoot against different textures on the
walls to give the location a bit of character for the talent to play against. For example, a colour
feature wall, brick wall, wood, peeling paint etc…

Similarly, the kitchen has a mismatched feel. Mismatched cutlery, crockery, and old (not retro)
appliances. i.e. These guys are students, so don’t have a lot of excess cash. Their parents have
probably helped them out for basics but they are probably working part-time to pay the rent, so
furniture is not expensive, hand-me-downs or taken-off-the-street vibe.
ADDITIONAL PROPS
Additional props scattered throughout the house are a mix of miscellaneous odds & ends, food
wrappings, textbooks, clothes or music-related (singer/songwriter/digital/analog) for Karl,
sports-related (soccer/skateboard/surfing) for Michael.
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THE WARDROBE
MICHAEL’s wardrobe should be contemporary, sporty, casual with a splash of colour. White Tshirt, plaid shirt, jeans, beanie. Reds, maybe even a splash of neon + grey or light coloured
beanie. Sneakers.

KARL’s wardrobe should be dark (either blues, browns or blacks) and edgy with a guy’s necklace
and strong boots. Something you can imagine him wearing at home, studying at the Con, then
out to busk on the streets all night
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THE CAMERA
Action is kinetic - almost handheld, but smoother. Framing is unexpected and personal, to
heighten the emotional connection of these two characters. Some dolly movement for 2-shots and camera perspective differs with the pov of Michael & Karl. This film depends on the
chemistry and the reactions of the leads, so movement is dictated by character.
THE EDIT
Deceptively ‘slow’ start which builds to ratchet up tension. Unexpected cuts to heighten drama
(where appropriate) and possible VFX shot at the end with the flashing bug for the last shot.
THE MUSIC & SOUND DESIGN
I’ve used the “Baby Driver” trailer https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-V8gtVogkm8 as a base
for the animatic - a great high octane build which helps highlight the comedy (without being too
overt).
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